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This week we read the story of Oliver’s Vegetables by Alison Bartlett and Vivian French. The story 

is about a little boy who only eats chips. However, when he goes to stay with his grandparents his 

grandad says he can only have chips if he can find the potatoes growing in his garden. When Oliver 

finds different vegetables, he has to eat those instead. He discovers that he likes lots of different 

vegetables before he finds the potatoes. We are encouraging the children to try different 

vegetables and fruit at school. Can you try some different vegetables and fruit at home? 

This week in our writing, we have been thinking about the things we like to eat and like to do. The 

children have used the sentence starter ‘I like… ‘. Every day they have written a different sentence 

about something they can do. Challenge your child to write an ‘I like’ sentence at home. 

In maths, we are getting better at recognising 3D shapes and naming them. We have matched 

arrangements of 3D bricks to make buildings and towers. We have been counting forwards and 

backwards and ordering numbers to 10 and then 20. We have also been practising writing 

numbers. Why not encourage your child to write some numbers at home. 

We have been looking carefully at vegetables this week; and drew and painted pictures of them. 

We looked closely at their shapes, patterns and colours.  

Keeping Healthy  

We are always promoting a healthy lifestyle at school and this week as scientists, we have been 

finding out what we can do to keep ourselves healthy.  We discovered that just eating a healthy 

diet is not enough. We also need to exercise daily, drink lots of water and get enough sleep.  We 

will also be healthier if we have a happy attitude! 

Growing Beans 

Thank you to those parents and children who have been keeping us up to date with the progress of 

their bean seeds. We definitely have some green-fingered Tigers! 

Labels in clothes 

As the weather improves and your child begins to wear their summer uniform, please take this 

opportunity to make sure all their clothes are named. We have a number of cardigans and 

sweatshirts in school that we cannot reunite with their owners, as they have no names in them. 

Please remember if you have a question or query you can: 

 drop an e-mail to our tiger class e-mail address - leebriggtigers@watertonacademytrust.org  

 or wait and speak to a member of the Reception team at the end of the school day. 

Have a good bank holiday weekend and thanks for all your support x 
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